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1.  The UN must act to empower their voices
We as the people of America, must demand the UNITED NATIONS, assume the 

peacekeeping role they pretend to play, and safely escort the Hondurans, back to Hondura to 

confront their own government and address their grievances as per the authority of the Honduran 

sovereign people. 

1.1.  the tyranny of the FAKE corporate governance, attempting to assert its 
criminally imposed dominance across the world

Many of the American people, recognize the tyranny of the FAKE corporate governance, 

attempting to assert its criminally imposed dominance across the world.

1.2.  And while the American people are sympathetic
And while the American people are sympathetic to the just cause for which they in the 

caravans are demonstrating — 

the actions presented —

1.3.    this is a matter for the sovereign Hondurans to address….
represent the fight of the sovereign Honduran peoples.  Therefore —  this is a matter for 

the sovereign Hondurans to address….

1.4.  The UN must act to empower their voices
Americans have our own fight and we must address our own grievances.

1.5.  Grievance 42

Grievance 42

1.6.  those who are demonstrating are quite capable of fighting their own fight.
But let us recognize the fact that by their own ability to carry out such an ambitious, 

politically powerful and inspirational actions —— it is quite clear those who are demonstrating 

in the caravans are quite capable of fighting their own fight.

https://scannedretina.com/2018/11/07/grievance-42/
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1.7.  this particular action, is being misguided.
And while we respect their fight and their rights to demonstrate…this particular action, is 

being misguided.

1.8.  This is not the fight of the American sovereigns…
This is not the fight of the American sovereigns…We as the free sovereign American 

sovereigns, are in a position to provide morale and ethical support.

1.9.  The UNITED NATIONS must immediately step up to the plate
Providing the physical support is the obligation of the UNITED NATIONS.  A 

CORPORATE  AGENCY run by the NWO and grossly funded by the American people.  

1) Appropriate CORPORATE AGENCIES of The UNITED NATIONS must immediately 

step up to the plate and handle the required logistics to return the brave and courageous 

Hondurans to Hondura.

2) Oversee the safety and provide the physical support of the Hondurans to address their 

own government agents and agencies. 
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2.  They are "the people of Honduras."
Begin forwarded message:
From: Lee S Gliddon Jr <runlv4@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Fw: 29 mins ago
Date: November 25, 2018 at 5:31:43 PM PST
To: Buzz Warrior Woman <siouxcro@hotmail.com>

POSTED

On Sun, Nov 25, 2018 at 5:25 PM Buzz Busy bee <siouxcro@hotmail.com> wrote:

From:	Doris	Parker	<dj233@hotmail.com>
Sent:	Sunday,	November	25,	2018	3:18	PM
Subject:	29	mins	ago
 

Migrants enveloped in tear gas after heading toward US

www.msn.com
2 mins read
U.S. agents shot the gas, according to an Associated Press reporter on the 
scene. Children were screaming and coughing in the mayhem.
Honduran migrant Ana Zuniga, 23, said she saw migrants open a small hole in 
concertina wire at a gap on the Mexican side of a levee, at which point U.S. 
agents fired tear gas at them.
"We ran, but when you run the gas asphyxiates you more," she told the AP 
while cradling her 3-year-old daughter Valery in her arms.
Mexico's Milenio TV also showed images of several migrants at the border 
trying to jump over the fence. Yards away on the U.S. side, shoppers 
streamed in and out of an outlet mall.
U.S. Border Patrol helicopters flew overhead, while U.S. agents held vigil on 
foot beyond the wire fence in California. The Border Patrol office in San 
Diego said via Twitter that pedestrian crossings have been suspended at the 
San Ysidro port of entry at both the East and West facilities. All northbound 
and southbound traffic was halted.
Earlier Sunday, several hundred Central American migrants pushed past a 
blockade of Mexican police who were standing guard near the international 
border crossing. They appeared to easily pass through without using violence, 
and some of the migrants called on each other to remain peaceful.
They convened the demonstration to try to pressure the U.S to hear their 

mailto:siouxcro@hotmail.com
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/migrants-enveloped-in-tear-gas-after-heading-toward-us/ar-BBQ4onJ?li=BBnb7Kz
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asylum claims and carried hand-painted American and Honduran flags while 
chanting: "We are not criminals! We are international workers!"
A second line of Mexican police carrying plastic riot shields stood guard 
outside a Mexican customs and immigration plaza.
That line of police had installed tall steel panels behind them outside the 
Chaparral crossing on the Mexican side of the border.
Migrants were asked by police to turn back toward Mexico.
More than 5,000 migrants have been camped in and around a sports complex in 
Tijuana after making their way through Mexico in recent weeks via caravan. 
Many hope to apply for asylum in the U.S., but agents at the San Ysidro 
entry point are processing fewer than 100 asylum petitions a day.
Irineo Mujica, who has accompanied the migrants for weeks as part of the aid 
group Pueblo Sin Fronteras, said the aim of Sunday's march toward the U.S. 
border was to make the migrants' plight more visible to the governments of 
Mexico and the U.S.
"We can't have all these people here," Mujica told The Associated Press.
Tijuana Mayor Juan Manuel Gastelum on Friday declared a humanitarian crisis 
in his border city of 1.6 million, which he says is struggling to accommodate 
the crush of migrants.
U.S. President Donald Trump took to Twitter Sunday to express his 
displeasure with the caravans in Mexico.
"Would be very SMART if Mexico would stop the Caravans long before they 
get to our Southern Border, or if originating countries would not let them form 
(it is a way they get certain people out of their country and dump in U.S. No 
longer)," he wrote.
Mexico's Interior Ministry said Sunday the country has sent 11,000 Central 
Americans back to their countries of origin since Oct. 19. It said that 1,906 
of them were members of the recent caravans.
Mexico is on track to send a total of around 100,000 Central Americans back 
home by the end of this year.


